
Staircases
Objectives

•Identify & obtain necessary information to solve problems. 

• Check results.

•Understand and describe situations using symbols, words and diagrams

•Draw simple conclusions and give an explanation of their reasoning



We are using cubes to grow a staircase

 Height 1         Height 2          Height 3              Height 4



Going down, the pattern is

Height Number of
Cubes

1

2

3

4

5

Height Number of 
Cubes×

•How many cubes are needed to reach a height of:

    a) 10     b) 19 c) 100

•Find a general rule linking the number of cubes to the height.

•Write the rule in algebra.  Can you explain why the rule works.

Answer



Investigate the number of cubes needed to grow a 
staircase in a different way.

Either design your own growing staircase or use one of 
the ideas above.



• Freddie (or Freda) the mathematical flea stands at 
the bottom of a staircase.  Given that he can only 
jump up one or two steps at a time investigate how 
many different ways he can climb to any given 
height.

For example, here are some of the ways to reach a 
height of 5.

Answer



•Explain how you know that you have found all the 
ways to reach a given height.  You may choose a better 
way to show the different routes (but you must explain 
why it is better).

•Can you find a general rule?

•How many different ways are there to climb a 
mansion with 30 stairs?

•What happens if you change the rules?  For example, 
you could look at what happens if Freddie can jump 
one, two or three steps at a time.

Answer
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Going down, the pattern is

Height Number of
Cubes

1 1

2 3

3 5

4 7

5 9

Height Number of 
Cubes×

•How many cubes are needed to reach a height of:

    a) 10     b) 19 c) 100

•Find a general rule linking the number of cubes to the height.

•Write the rule in algebra.  Can you explain why the rule works.

Back

Add 2

19 cubes 199 cubes37 cubes

- 12



In Algebra

c = number of cubes

h = height

c = 2h - 1



 Height 1         Height 2          Height 3

2 cubes are needed to each new height except for 
height 1 when one of the 2 cubes are missing giving the 
formula c = 2h – 1.

New Task



We are using cubes to grow a staircase

 Height 1         Height 2          Height 3              Height 4

Back



Going down, the pattern is

Height Number of
Cubes

1

2

3

4

5

Height Number of 
Cubes×

•How many cubes are needed to reach a height of:

    a) 10     b) 19 c) 100

•Find a general rule linking the number of cubes to the height.

•Write the rule in algebra.  Can you explain why the rule works.

Back



Going down, the pattern is

Height Number of
Cubes

1 4

2 8

3 12

4 16

5 20

Height Number of 
Cubes×

•How many cubes are needed to reach a height of:

    a) 10     b) 19 c) 100

•Find a general rule linking the number of cubes to the height.

•Write the rule in algebra.  Can you explain why the rule works.

Add 4

40 cubes 400 cubes76 cubes

4

Back



In Algebra

c = number of cubes

h = height

c = 4h

Back



Back

At height h there are h rows, 
each containing 4 cubes.

This means the number of 
cubes is the height multiplied 
by 4.



We are using cubes to grow a staircase

 Height 1         Height 2          Height 3              Height 4

Back



Going down, the pattern is

Height Number of
Cubes

1

2

3

4

5

•How many cubes are needed to reach a height of:

    a) 10     b) 20 c) 100

•Find a general rule linking the number of cubes to the height.

•Write the rule in algebra.  Can you explain why the rule works.

Back



Going down, the pattern is

Height Number of
Cubes

1 1

2 4

3 9

4 16

5 25

•How many cubes are needed to reach a height of:

    a) 10     b) 20 c) 100

•Find a general rule linking the number of cubes to the height.

•Write the rule in algebra.  Can you explain why the rule works.

Add 3 then 5 then 7

The difference goes up 
by 2 each time

100 cubes 10000 
cubes

400 cubes

Multiply the height by itself

Back



In Algebra

c = number of cubes

h = height

c = h²

Back



Rearrange the staircase to 
make a square where each 
side is equal to the height.

Back



Rearrange the staircase to 
make a square where each 
side is equal to the height.

Back



Rearrange the staircase to 
make a square where each 
side is equal to the height.

Back



We are using cubes to grow a staircase

 Height 1         Height 2          Height 3              Height 4

Back



Going down, the pattern is

Height Number of
Cubes

1

2

3

4

5

•How many cubes are needed to reach a height of:

    a) 10     b) 20

•Find a general rule linking the number of cubes to the height.

•Write the rule in algebra.  Can you explain why the rule works.

Back



Going down, the pattern is

Height Number of
Cubes

1 1

2 3

3 6

4 10

5 15

•How many cubes are needed to reach a height of:

    a) 10     b) 20

•Find a general rule linking the number of cubes to the height.

•Write the rule in algebra.  Can you explain why the rule works.

Add 2 then 3 then 4

The difference goes up 
by one each time

55 cubes 210 cubes

Multiply the height by (the height plus 1) and then halve the answer

Back



In Algebra

c = number of cubes

h = height

c = h(h + 1)
      2

Back



Start with two identical staircases

Back



Rotate one of the staircases 180º and join the two 
staircases together

Back



The width of the rectangle is one more than the 
height.  The total cubes in two staircases is h(h+1).

The total number of cubes in one staircase is 
h(h+1) /2

Back



7

6

5

4

3

2

11

Number of 
ways to reach 

top

Height

2

3

5

8

13

21

Back



To find out how many ways there are to reach height 7, 
add together the number of ways to reach heights 5 and 6.

To find out how many ways there are to reach height h,

Add together the number of ways to reach heights h-1 and 
h-2.

Wh = Wh-1 +Wh-2

Ways to reach height h

Back



The rule works because since only jumps of size 1 and 
2 are allowed, the top can only be reached from either 
of the two steps below the top.

Wh = Wh-1 + Wh-2

Back



The sequence 1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,… is named after one of 
the greatest European mathematicians of the middle 
ages; Leonardo of Pisa, better known as Fibonacci and 
is called the 

Fibonacci Sequence

Back
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